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Reptiles

ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS

A gorgeously illustrated guide to the incredible diversity 
of snakes around the world

Snakes of the World
• Features more than 200 stunning colour photographs
• Presents each species profile with a commentary,  

distribution map, and table of information
• Includes examples from every snake family and 

subfamily

This expert guide includes profiles of some of the 
approximately 4,000 species of snakes, with an in-depth 
introduction covering anatomy, behaviour, habitats, 
reproduction, conservation, and other essential topics. 
Each family profile highlights the remarkable appearance, 
characteristics, and lifestyle of notable snake species. 
Covering how snakes use venom or constriction to subdue 
their prey, how a snake’s appearance can aid camouflage 
or boast of its killing capacity, and how habitat destruction 
is jeopardising the future of many species, Snakes of the 
World is an invaluable guide to these fascinating reptiles.

Mark O’shea MBE is professor of herpetology at the 
University of  Wolverhampton. He has presented many 
television documentaries on reptiles for the Discovery 
Channel, ITV, and the BBC.

A Guide to Every Family
March 2023. 240 pages. 282 colour + 7 b/w illus. 53 maps.
Hardback  9780691240664 £25.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691240664/snakes-of-the-world
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FlORA

ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS

The Biodiversity Gardener
Over the past decade, wildlife author and photographer 
Paul Sterry has nurtured, both through action and by 
doing nothing, what has become a small island of flour-
ishing biodiversity in the half-acre garden that surrounds 
his north Hampshire cottage. By giving nature a free hand, 
and fostering habitats appropriate to this part of southeast 
England, he has enabled an abundance of native plant and 
animal species to call the garden home. This contrasts with 
the continued decline in biodiversity in the surrounding 
countryside. In this inspiring and informative book, 
Sterry tells the story of his own experiences in biodiversity 
gardening and offers detailed practical advice to anyone 
who wants to give nature the upper hand on their own bit 
of land, no matter how small.

Sterry explains the ecological imperative of adopting a 
habitat-driven and evidence-based approach. Collectively, 
biodiversity gardens could leave a lasting legacy—wildlife 
oases from which future generations stand a fighting 
chance of restoring Britain’s natural heritage. The book 
encourages and empowers readers to create their own 
biological inheritance for posterity—and shows them how 
they can do it.

paul sterry is a bestselling wildlife author and 
photographer.

Wild Nature Press
April 2023. 360 pages. 900 colour photos.
Hardback  9780691245553 £25.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691245553/the-biodiversity-gardener
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FlORA & FUNGi

A definitive and richly illustrated guide to the  
botanically unique area of Upper teesdale in england’s 
County Durham

Teesdale’s Special Flora
• Presents the first account to cover together the places, 

plants and people of this special area
• Features more than 330 stunning photographs
• Includes detailed profiles of 96 plants that make up the 

Teesdale Assemblage
• Offers a history of Teesdale’s botanical exploration and 

describes the people who live, work and study plants 
there today

• Provides an overview of environmental threats and what 
is required to ensure a sustainable future

Margaret e. Bradshaw was awarded an MBE for her 
services to botany and conservation. Her fount of knowl-
edge and experience is a remarkable gift to those who 
continue her work.
 
WildGuides 
February 2023. 288 pages.
Paper  9780691251332 £14.99

Edible Fungi of Britain and 
Northern Europe
In this beautifully illustrated introductory guide, Jens 
Petersen shows how to successfully identify and forage 
for edible mushrooms, and then how to prepare them for 
the table to ensure a delicious culinary experience, even 
if you’re a first-time forager. Accessible and user-friendly, 
the book opens with a substantial introduction to fungi—
what to look for, where to find them and how to collect 
and cook them. Other topics include edible and poisonous 
fungi, conserving mushrooms and other uses of fungi.

Jens petersen is a mycologist, graphic designer and 
photographer, and the creator of the online identification 
tool MycoKey.

WildGuides
February 2023. 160 pages. 429 colour + 45 b/w illus.
Hardback  9780691245195 £17.99

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691245195/edible-fungi-of-britain-and-northern-europe
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691251332/teesdales-special-flora
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FlORA

ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS

An authoritative two-volume overview of the distribution 
of the wild plants of Great Britain and ireland

Plant Atlas 2020
• Provides a detailed assessment of a century of changes to 

the region’s flora
• Features text, distribution maps and infographics for 

2,863 native, alien and hybrid taxa
• Displays the phenology, altitudinal range, and time-series 

trends for each taxon
• Presents two taxa per page

Plant Atlas 2020 is the most powerful statement ever 
produced on the state of our wild and naturalised plants. 
It presents the results of field surveys by the BSBI, building 
on past atlas surveys undertaken by the Botanical Society 
in the twentieth century and draws on the work of 
thousands of botanists who covered the entirety of Britain 
and Ireland from 2000 to 2019. The Atlas summarises the 
trends impacting the current state of the British and Irish 
flora, assessing the changes since the 1950s and analysing 
the drivers of change, such as habitat loss, pollution and 
climate change.

p. A. stroh, K. J. Walker, t. A. Humphrey, O. l. pescott  
& R. J. Burkmar 

More information about the Plant Atlas 2020 online can 
be found at plantatlas2020.org.

March 2023. 1528 pages. 20,089 charts & graphs. 15 tables. 2,876 maps.
Hardback  9780691247595 £132.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691247595/plant-atlas-2020
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ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS

The Hidden Company That 
Trees Keep
Trees recruit a host of allies as predators and parasites to 
defend against uninvited advances from organisms that 
chew on leaves, drain sap, and bore into wood. Microbial 
life thrives in the hidden spaces of leaf scales, twigs, and 
bark, while birds, mammals, and insects benefit from the 
more visible resources trees provide. In return, animals 
help with pollination, seed dispersal, and recycling of 
nutrients. This book blends marvellous storytelling with 
beautiful illustrations and the latest science to reveal how 
the lives of trees are intertwined with those of their diverse 
companions.

James B. Nardi is a research scientist in the School 
of Integrative Biology at the University of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign.

March 2023. 320 pages. 3 colour + 357 b/w illus.
Hardback  9780691237978 £25.00

Field Guide to Coastal 
Wildflowers of Britain, ireland 

and Northwest europe
Paul Sterry & Andrew Cleave

Paper  9780691218151  £20.00
2022.  Wild Nature Press

Britain’s Orchids
Sean Cole & Mike Waller

Paper  9780691177618  £20.00
2020.  WildGuides

Britain’s Ferns
James Merryweather

Paper  9780691180397  £20.00
2020.  WildGuides

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691237978/the-hidden-company-that-trees-keep
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691218151/field-guide-to-coastal-wildflowers-of-britain-ireland-and-northwest
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691177618/britains-orchids
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691180397/britains-ferns
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FlORA

The World Atlas of Trees  
and Forests
The World Atlas of  Trees and Forests offers a beautiful intro-
duction to what forests are, how they work, how they grow, 
and how we map, assess, and conserve them.

• Provides the most wide-ranging coverage of the world’s 
forests available

• Takes readers beneath the breathtaking variety of 
wooded canopies that span the globe

• Profiles a wealth of tree species, with enlightening and 
entertaining natural-history highlights along the way

• Features stunning colour photos, maps, and graphics
• Draws on the latest cutting-edge research and tech-

nology, including satellite imagery

Herman shugart, peter White, sassan saatchi 
& Jérôme Chave

2022. 400 pages. 250+ colour illus.
Hardback  9780691226743 £45.00

Nature’s Temples 
Nature’s Temples explores the science and alchemy of 
old-growth forests and makes a compelling case for their 
protection. Joan Maloof brings together the scientific data 
we have about old-growth forests, drawing on diverse 
fields of study to explain the ecological differences among 
forests of various ages. This revised and expanded edition 
also sheds new light on the special role forests play in 
removing carbon from the atmosphere, and shares what 
we know about the interplay between wildfires and ancient 
forests.

Joan Maloof is founder and director of the Old-Growth 
Forest Network and professor emerita of biological 
sciences at Salisbury University. 

May 2023. 232 pages. 41 b/w illus.
Paper  9780691230504 £16.99

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691226743/the-world-atlas-of-trees-and-forests
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691230504/natures-temples
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FlORA & MARiNe

Seaweeds of the World
• Features close to 250 beautiful colour photos as well as 

diagrams and distribution maps
• Covers every major family and genus

Seaweeds are astoundingly diverse. They’re found along 
the shallows of beaches and have been recorded living at 
depths of more than 800 feet; they can be microscopic 
or grow into giants many metres long. They’re incredibly 
efficient at using the materials found in the ocean and are 
increasingly used in the human world, in applications from 
food to fuel. Seaweeds of the World makes sense of their 
complicated world, differentiating between the three main 
groups—red, green, and brown—and delving into their 
complex reproductive systems. The result is an unprec-
edented, accessible, and in-depth look at a previously 
hidden ocean world.

John Bothwell is a phycologist in the Department of 
Biosciences at Durham University.

A Guide to Every Family
January 2023. 240 pages. 249 colour + 17 b/w illus. 77 maps.
Hardback  9780691228549 £25.00

Aquatic Plants of Northern and 
Central Europe including Britain 
and Ireland
• The first complete guide to the region’s aquatic plants
• Covers all 410 known species, hybrids of ferns, and 

flowering plants dependent upon freshwater wetlands
• Features 358 illustrated plates, more than 1,400 colour 

photographs, illustrated keys, distribution maps, detailed 
descriptions, and much more

Aquatic plants can tell us much about the habitats they 
live in. This book covers evolution, anatomy, morphology, 
ecology, and more, as well as guidelines for working with 
aquatic plants.

Jens Christian schou, Bjarne Moeslund,  
Klaus van de Weyer, Gerhard Wiegleb, Richard lansdown, 
peter Holm, lars Båstrup-spohr & Kaj sand-Jensen

WildGuides
August 2023. 752 pages. 1,300 colour + 358 b/w illus. Illustrated keys maps.
Hardback  9780691251011 £95.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691251011/aquatic-plants-of-northern-and-central-europe-including-britain-and
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691228549/seaweeds-of-the-world
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ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS

The Deep Ocean
• Features a wealth of breathtaking photos, illustrations, 

and graphics
• Gives a brief and accessible history of deep-sea 

exploration
• Covers a marvellous diversity of undersea organisms
• Describes habitats ranging from continental slopes to 

hydrothermal vents and abyssal plains
• Discusses humanity’s impacts on the deep ocean, from 

fisheries and whaling to global climate change and 
acidification

• Written by a team of world-class scientists

Living things in the deep ocean behave in remarkable and 
surprising ways, and cutting-edge technologies are shed-
ding new light on these critically important ecosystems. 
This beautifully illustrated book leads you down into the 
canyons, trenches, and cold seeps of the watery abyss, 
presenting the deep ocean and its inhabitants as you have 
never seen them before.

Michael Vecchione is a zoologist in the NOAA Systematics 
Lab at the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural 
History in Washington, DC. louise Allcock is professor 
of zoology at the University of Galway. imants priede 
is professor emeritus of zoology at the University of 
Aberdeen. Hans van Haren is physical oceanographer at 
the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ).

April 2023. 288 pages. 200+ colour photos + illus.
Hardback  9780691226811 £38.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691226811/the-deep-ocean
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MARiNe

A beautifully illustrated photographic identification 
guide, ideal for divers, snorkellers, and natural history 
enthusiasts

Inshore Fishes of Britain  
and Ireland
• Features individual descriptions of more than 150 

species, with information on size, depth range, habitat 
and distribution in the Seasearch guide icon format

• Illustrates every species in its underwater environment 
and emphasises key identification features

• Includes a “confidence guide” distinguishing between 
easily recognisable species

• Provides information on protected species

lin Baldock is a biologist, fully qualified commercial diver 
and an environmental consultant. Frances Dipper is a 
writer, lecturer and independent marine consultant.

Wild Nature Press
April 2023. 288 pages.
Paper  9780691249018 £22.00

A strikingly illustrated photographic identification guide 
to sea slugs in all their colourful variety

Nudibranchs of Britain, Ireland 
and Northwest Europe
• Covers more than 195 species, each on its own two-page 

spread
• Includes in situ photos to aid finding nudibranchs under 

water and on the shore
• Features photos of nudibranchs’ distinctive spawn coils 

and studio photos showing detailed anatomy
• Presents key distinguishing features and essential 

information on size, habitat, diet and distribution

Bernard picton is curator of marine invertebrates in the 
Natural Sciences Department at the National Museums, 
Northern Ireland. Christine Morrow is a researcher at 
Queen’s University, Belfast.

Wild Nature Press
June 2023. 360 pages.
Paper  9780691208794 £35.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691249018/inshore-fishes-of-britain-and-ireland
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691208794/nudibranchs-of-britain-ireland-and-northwest-europe
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MARiNe

The Lives of Sharks
The Lives of Sharks is a fascinating and beautifully 
illustrated guide to these iconic marine creatures from 
two world-renowned experts. This book explores shark 
physiology, anatomy, behaviour, ecology, and evolution, 
as well as conservation and the impact of human activity 
on shark populations. With stunning photographs and 
illustrations, as well as profiles of selected species, this is a 
comprehensive, authoritative, and inviting introduction to 
global shark life today.

Daniel Abel is professor of marine science at Coastal 
Carolina University in Conway, South Carolina. R. Dean 
Grubbs is associate director of research at Florida State 
University’s Coastal and Marine Laboratory.

The Lives of the Natural World
September 2023. 288 pages. 150 colour illus.
Hardback  9780691244310 £30.00

The Lives of Octopuses and 
Their Relatives
Dive deep into the fascinating world of cephalopods—
octopuses, squid, cuttlefish, and the mysterious nautilus—
to discover the astonishing diversity of this unique group 
of intelligent invertebrates and their many roles in the 
marine ecosystem. Organised by marine habitat, this 
book features an extraordinary range of these clever and 
colourful creatures from around the world, and explores 
their life cycles, behaviour, adaptations, ecology, links to 
humans, and much more.

Danna staaf is a science writer and educator with a 
PhD in marine biology. Her first book, Squid Empire, was 
named one of the best science books of the year by US 
Radio’s Science Friday.

The Lives of the Natural World
September 2023. 288 pages. 150 colour illus.
Hardback  9780691244303 £30.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691244303/the-lives-of-octopuses-and-their-relatives
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691244310/the-lives-of-sharks
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MARiNe

sharks of the World
David A. Ebert, Marc Dando & 

Sarah Fowler 
Hardback  9780691205991  £45.00

2021.  Wild Nature Press

A pocket Guide to sharks of 
the World

David A. Ebert, Marc Dando & 
Sarah Fowler

Paper  9780691218748  £16.99
2021.  Wild Nature Press

Field Guide to sharks, Rays  
& Chimaeras of europe  
and the Mediterranean

David A. Ebert & Marc Dando
Paper  9780691205984  £28.00

2020.  Wild Nature Press

Sea Mammals
Annalisa Berta, a leading expert on sea mammals and 
their evolution, presents an engaging and richly illustrated 
introduction to past and present species of these remark-
able creatures, from the blue whale and the northern 
fur seal to the extinct giant sperm whale, aquatic sloth, 
and walking sea cow. The book features more than 50 
individual species profiles, themed chapters, stunning 
photographs, and specially commissioned paleo-illustra-
tions of extinct species. It presents detailed accounts of 
these mammals’ evolutionary path, anatomy, behaviour, 
habitats, and conservation.

Annalisa Berta is professor emerita of biology at San 
Diego State University and a specialist in the anatomy and 
evolutionary biology of marine mammals.

September 2023. 224 pages. 150 colour illus.
Hardback  9780691236643 £25.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691236643/sea-mammals
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691205991/sharks-of-the-world
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691218748/a-pocket-guide-to-sharks-of-the-world
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691205984/field-guide-to-sharks-rays-chimaeras-of-europe-and-the-mediterranean
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ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS

Coral Reefs
“In his gorgeous book, Life Sciences professor Charles Sheppard 
celebrates the beauty of coral reefs and their dependants— 
‘a wriggling tapestry of colour’—while also warning of the threat 
to the reefs’ existence from ocean warming, pollution and soaring 
populations.” 
—Daily Mail

Charles sheppard is professor emeritus of life sciences at the 
University of  Warwick.

2021. 240 pages. 200+ colour photos.
Hardback  9780691198682 £30.00

Crabs
• More than 190 spectacular colour photographs
• Full profiles on 42 iconic species from across the world

Playing a vital role in marine and coastal ecology, crabs are a  
keystone species in habitats such as coral reefs and coastal  
tropical swamps.

peter Davie is an honorary research fellow and former senior 
curator of crustacea at the Queensland Museum, Australia. A glob-
ally recognised expert on crabs’ taxonomy and biodiversity, he has 
named two crab families and more than 125 crustacean species.

2021. 224 pages. 190+ colour photos + illus.
Hardback  9780691201719 £25.00

the essential Guide to Rockpooling
Julie Hatcher & Steve Trewhella 

Paper  9780995567313  £16.99
2019.  Wild Nature Press

the essential Guide to 
Beachcombing and the strandline

Steve Trewhella & Julie Hatcher
Paper  9780957394674  £16.99

2015.  Wild Nature Press

europe’s sea Mammals
Robert Still, Hugh Harrop,  
Tim Stenton & Luis Dias

Paper  9780691182162  £20.00
2019.  WildGuides

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691201719/crabs
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691198682/coral-reefs
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780957394674/the-essential-guide-to-beachcombing-and-the-strandline
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780995567313/the-essential-guide-to-rockpooling
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691182162/europes-sea-mammals-including-the-azores-madeira-the-canary-islands
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BiRDs

In the Footsteps of Audubon
In the nineteenth century John James Audubon set out 
to create a complete pictorial record of North American 
birdlife. Over a period of sixteen years, recording his own 
journey in journals and hundreds of original paintings, 
renowned French watercolourist Denis Clavreul followed 
in the naturalist’s footsteps. This beautiful book brings 
together some 250 stunning Clavreul watercolours along 
with illuminating selections from Audubon’s journals and 
several of his paintings.

Denis Clavreul is a watercolourist, wildlife artist, and 
biologist whose acclaimed works have been exhibited 
around the world.

2022. 256 pages. 272 colour illus.
Hardback  9780691237688 £35.00

 The Bird Name Book
“Hats off to ornithologist Susan Myers on the exhaustive 
research and colourful writing style that characterise her 
latest book. . . Hard to put down.” 
—Jim Wright, The Wryneck

Myers provides brief biographies of prominent figures in 
ornithology and interweaves the stories behind the names 
with quotes from publications dating back to the 1400s, 
illuminating the shared evolution of language and our rela-
tionships with birds, and rooting the names in the history 
of ornithological discovery.

susan Myers is a senior leader at WINGS Birding Tours 
Worldwide and has led birding tours in Asia and other 
regions for more than 20 years.

2022. 416 pages. 200 colour photos.
Hardback  9780691235691 £35.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691235691/the-bird-name-book
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691237688/in-the-footsteps-of-audubon
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BiRDs

Hummingbirds
A Birdwatcher’s Yearbook Best Bird Book of the Year

“Groundbreaking.” —Stuart Winter, Sunday Express

“You’ll be torn between lingering on one amazing image 
and flipping ahead to see what’s next. . . . A riveting read 
that does more than adequate justice to its subjects.”     
—David Callahan, BirdLife Magazine

• A definitive account of all aspects of hummingbird life
• More than 540 spectacular colour photographs, illus-

trating all 101 hummingbird genera and over two-thirds 
of the world’s 369 species

Glenn Bartley is a world-renowned professional wildlife 
photographer. Andy swash is an ecologist, conserva-
tionist, wildlife photographer, and accomplished author.

WILDGuides
2022. 288 pages. 550 colour photos. 25 colour + 57 b/w illus. 7 charts. 9 
tables. 373 maps.
Hardback  9780691182124 £30.00

Gulls of Europe, North Africa, 
and the Middle East
A Birdwatcher’s Yearbook Best Bird Book of the Year

“The authors are among the foremost experts on this 
taxing group, and have pioneered research into identifying 
distinctions among many of the most cryptic species. This 
book is a distillation of that knowledge and experience . . . . 
Highly recommended.” 
—Dominic Mitchell, Birdlife Magazine

• Richly illustrated with nearly 1,400 colour photographs
• Thorough accounts of all species and subspecies of gulls 

found in the Western Palearctic
• Up-to-date information for easy and accurate identifica-

tion of 45 species

peter Adriaens, ecologist; Mars Muusse, Dutch birder 
specialising in gulls; philippe J. Dubois, ecologist and 
author; Frédéric Jiguet, conservation biologist.

2022. 320 pages. 1,200 photos + illus.
Paper  9780691222837 £35.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691222837/gulls-of-europe-north-africa-and-the-middle-east
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691182124/hummingbirds
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BiRDs

Flight identification of 
european passerines and 

select landbirds
Tomasz Cofta

Paper  9780691177571  £38.00
2021.  WILDGuides

British Birds
Rob Hume, Robert Still,  

Andy Swash, Hugh Harrop  
& David Tipling 

Paper  9780691181677  £9.99

2019.  WILDGuides

europe’s Birds
Rob Hume, Robert Still,  

Andy Swash & Hugh Harrop
Paper  9780691177656  £20.00

2021.  WILDGuides

Britain’s Birds
Rob Hume, Robert Still,  

Andy Swash, Hugh Harrop  
& David Tipling  

Paper  9780691199795  £20.00

2020.  WILDGuides

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691177571/flight-identification-of-european-passerines-and-select-landbirds
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691177656/europes-birds
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691199795/britains-birds
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691181677/british-birds
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BiRDs

Birds of Costa Rica
Dale Dyer & Steve N. G. Howell 

Paper  9780691203355  £25.00 
May 2023.

Birds of puerto Rico and the Virgin islands
Herbert A. Raffaele, Clive Petrovic,  

Sergio A. Colón López, Lisa D. Yntema  
& José A. Salguero Faria 

Paper  9780691211671  £20.00 
2021.

Birds of Belize
Steve N. G. Howell & Dale Dyer

Paper  9780691220727  £30.00
April 2023. 

Field Guide to the Birds of the 
Dominican Republic and Haiti
Steven Latta, Chris Rimmer & 

Kent McFarland
Paper  9780691232393  £20.00

2022.

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691220727/birds-of-belize
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691203355/birds-of-costa-rica
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691232393/field-guide-to-the-birds-of-the-dominican-republic-and-haiti
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691211671/birds-of-puerto-rico-and-the-virgin-islands
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ALSO AVAILABLE AS EBOOKS

A Pocket Guide to Birds of  
the Galápagos
• A compact yet comprehensive photographic identification guide
• Covers all resident species and frequent migrants
• Features more than 600 of  Tui De Roy’s superb colour 

photographs
• Includes information for identifying and understanding life 

cycles, habits, range, and conservation status

tui De Roy is a world-renowned wildlife photographer, writer, and 
conservationist.

2022. 136 pages. 616 colour photos. 33 maps.
Paper  9780691233635 £14.99
Not for sale in Ecuador

How Birds Live Together
Featuring dramatic and delightful wild bird colonies and commu-
nities, this book offers a broad overview of social living in the avian 
world. From long-established seabird colonies that use the same 
cliffs for generations to the fast-shifting dynamics of flock forma-
tion, leading wildlife writer Marianne Taylor explores the different 
ways birds choose to dwell together.

Marianne taylor is a freelance writer, editor, illustrator, and 
photographer.
 
2022. 224 pages.
Hardback  9780691231907 £25.00

Naturalized parrots  
of the World

Stephen Pruett-Jones
Hardback  9780691204413  £38.00  2021.

How Birds evolve
Douglas J. Futuyma

Hardback  9780691182629  £25.00.  2022.

the Crossley iD Guide
Stephen Pruett-Jones

Paper  9780691147789  £30.00  2011.

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691231907/how-birds-live-together
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691233635/a-pocket-guide-to-birds-of-galapagos
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691182629/how-birds-evolve
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691147789/the-crossley-id-guide
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691204413/naturalized-parrots-of-the-world
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iNseCts

The Complete Insect
• An absorbing, wide-ranging, and beautiful exploration of 

the fascinating natural history of insects
• Features a wealth of stunning full-colour photographs 

from the field
• Includes photomicrographs and electron micrographs 

that offer a rare view of normally invisible structures
• Examines the complex relationship between humans  

and insects
• Integrates physiological adaptations with ecology  

and behaviour

A celebration of the rich complexity of insect life, The 
Complete Insect is a must-have book for insect enthusiasts 
and armchair naturalists.

Editor David A. Grimaldi is an entomologist and curator 
at the American Museum of Natural History in New York, 
where he is also a professor at its Gilder Graduate School.

August 2023. 368 pages. 150 colour illus.
Hardback  9780691243108 £30.00

Ants
• Includes more than 200 stunning colour photographs, 

plus infographics and diagrams
• Presents full profiles of 42 iconic genera from across  

the world
• Features clearly structured thematic chapters

An exploration of the extraordinary diversity of ants and 
their elaborate social systems, this book investigates the 
key collective and competitive behaviours that operate 
within their varied colony structures. Drawing on current 
research, Ants offers an inviting introduction to these 
remarkable insects.

Heather Campbell is a lecturer in entomology at Harper 
Adams University in Shropshire. Benjamin Blanchard is 
a postdoctoral researcher at the Xishuangbanna Tropical 
Botanical Garden of the Chinese Academy of Sciences in 
Yunnan.

February 2023. 224 pages. 215 colour illus. 44 maps.
Hardback  9780691228525 £28.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/ebook/9780691248967/ants
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691243108/the-complete-insect
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iNseCts

Bees of the World
Laurence Packer

Hardback  9780691226620  £25.00
February 2023.  A Guide to Every Family

the lives of Butterflies
David G. James & David J. Lohman

Hardback  9780691240565  £30.00
September 2023.  The Lives of the Natural World

Beetles of the World
Maxwell V. L. Barclay & 

 Patrice Bouchard
Hardback  9780691240732  £25.00 

August 2023.  A Guide to Every Family

the lives of Beetles
Arthur V. Evans

Hardback  9780691236513  £30.00
March 2023.  The Lives of the Natural World

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691226620/bees-of-the-world
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691240732/beetles-of-the-world
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691240565/the-lives-of-butterflies
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691236513/the-lives-of-beetles
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iNseCts

the Mind of a Bee
Lars Chittka

Hardback  9780691180472  £25.00
2022.

Honey Bee Biology
Brian R. Johnson

Hardback  9780691204888  £38.00
August 2023.

the lives of Moths
Andrei Sourakov & Rachel Warren Chadd

Hardback  9780691228563  £25.00

2022.  The Lives of the Natural World

Wasps
Eric R. Eaton

Hardback  9780691211428  £25.00
2021.

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691253893/the-mind-of-a-bee
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691228563/the-lives-of-moths
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691204888/honey-bee-biology
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691211428/wasps
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iNseCts & spiDeRs

Britain’s Insects
“Particularly impressive. . . . [A] must-have.” —Stephen Moss

• More than 2,600 stunning photographs, carefully selected to 
show key identification features

• Photo guides covering 316 families and almost 850 genera
• QR codes linking to recordings of grasshoppers and crickets
• Tips on photographing and recording to help conservation

paul Brock

WILDGuides
2021. 608 pages. 2,600+ colour photos. 1,476 colour illus. 1,222 maps.
Paper  9780691179278 £25.00

Britain’s Hoverflies
Stuart Ball & Roger Morris
Paper  9780691246789  £25.00 

Forthcoming.

Britain’s Day-flying Moths
David Newland, Robert Still & Andy Swash

Paper  9780691197289  £17.99
2019.

Britain’s spiders
Lawrence Bee, Geoff Oxford 

& Helen Smith
Paper  9780691204741  £25.00

2020.

europe’s Dragonflies
Dave Smallshire & Andy Swash

Paper  9780691168951  £25.00
2020.

Britain’s Butterflies
David Newland, Robert Still, 

Andy Swash & David Tomlinson
Paper  9780691205441  £17.99

2020.

Britain’s Dragonflies
Dave Smallshire & Andy Swash

Paper 9780691181417  £17.99
2018.

All part of the WILDGuides series

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691179278/britains-insects
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691246789/britains-hoverflies
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691204741/britains-spiders
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691205441/britains-butterflies
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691181417/britains-dragonflies
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691168951/europes-dragonflies
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691197289/britains-day-flying-moths
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MAMMAls

Tooth and Claw
Tooth and Claw describes conservation successes and lays 
out some simple but crucial steps each of us can take to 
protect these magnificent beasts. Are humans top preda-
tors, too? Read this amazing book and find out.

• Describes ultimate vertebrate predators ranging from 
sharks and reptiles to raptors, cats, dogs, bears, and 
marine mammals

• Provides rare insights into the biology, ecology, and 
conservation of top predators

• Draws on the latest findings from habitats around the 
world

• Conveys the wonders of the natural world with engaging 
storytelling and lively personal anecdotes

Robert M. Johnson iii, a wildlife specialist; sharon l. 
Gilman, a biology professor; Daniel C. Abel, a marine 
science professor.

May 2023. 352 pages. 206 colour + b/w illus.
Hardback  9780691240282 £38.00

Britain’s Day-flying Moths
David Newland, Robert Still & Andy Swash

Paper  9780691197289  £17.99
2019.

the lion
Craig Packer

Hardback  9780691215297  £35.00
May 2023.

Felids and Hyenas of  
the World

José R. Castelló
Hardback  9780691205977  £25.00 

2020.

Britain’s Mammals
Dominic Couzens, Andy Swash, 

Robert Still & Jon Dunn
Paper  9780691224718  £17.99

2021.  WILDGuides

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691240282/tooth-and-claw
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691215297/the-lion
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691205977/felids-and-hyenas-of-the-world
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691224718/britains-mammals-updated-edition
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ReGiONAl NAtURAl HistORY

The New Natural History  
of Madagascar
• Provides the most comprehensive overview of 

Madagascar’s rich natural history—now fully revised and 
expanded

• Coedited by 18 different specialists
• Features hundreds of new contributions by world-class 

experts
• Includes hundreds of new illustrations
• Covers a broad array of topics, from geology and climate 

to animals, plants, and marine life
• Sheds light on newly discovered species and draws on 

the latest science

Editor steven M. Goodman is the MacArthur Field 
Biologist at the Field Museum of Natural History.

2022. 2296 pages.
Hardback  9780691222622 £146.00

A richly illustrated nature tour of Galápagos—now 
expanded, thoroughly updated, and with more than 650 
colour photographs

Galápagos
• Now with more than 650 colour photographs, showing 

habitats, geology, marine life, and all the commonly 
encountered reptiles, birds, mammals, and plants

• Features a detailed island-by-island guide, including 
landing sites and what visitors can expect

• Essential reading for the eco-traveller and nature 
enthusiast

John Kricher is professor emeritus of biology at Wheaton 
College and an internationally recognized ecologist, 
ornithologist, and author. Kevin loughlin is a nature 
photographer and tour guide who has led more than forty 
trips to Galápagos.

2022. 496 pages. 665 colour + 7 b/w illus. 4 maps.
Paper  9780691217246 £35.00

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691217246/galapagos
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691222622/the-new-natural-history-of-madagascar
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HABitAts & ReGiONAl NAtURAl HistORY

Habitats of the World
A Birdwatcher’s Yearbook Best Bird Book of the Year

“What a book this is—a Bible of the world’s habitats! 
The pictures are amazing, with a great variety of birds, 
mammals and habitats shown. . . . A brilliant guide for the 
traveller, though, and an enjoyable read.”  
—John Miles, Birdwatching Magazine

• Covers 189 of the world’s major land habitats
• Provides all the information you need to quickly and 

accurately identify and understand habitats anywhere in 
the world

iain Campbell, Ken Behrens, Charley Hesse &  
phil Chaon

2021. 568 pages. 650 colour photos. 150 maps. 200 diagrams. 150 illus.
Paper  9780691197562 £30.00

Britain’s Habitats
Sophie Lake, Durwyn Liley, 
Robert Still & Andy Swash
Paper  9780691203591  £25.00

2020.  WILDGuides

Japan
Mark Brazil

Paper  9780691175065  £30.00
2022.  WILDGuides

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691197562/habitats-of-the-world
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691203591/britains-habitats
https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691175065/japan
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NAtURAl HistORY

parasites
Scott Lyell Gardner, Judy Diamond & 

Gabor R. Rácz
Hardback  9780691206875  £25.00. 

January 2023.

the princeton Field Guide  
to Mesozoic sea Reptiles 

Gregory S. Paul
Hardback  9780691193809  £30.00

2022.

the princeton Field Guide  
to pterosaurs 
Gregory S. Paul

Hardback  9780691180175  £25.00 
2022.

Viruses
Marilyn J. Roossinck

Hardback  9780691237596  £30.00
May 2023.  The Lives of the Natural World

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691206875/parasites
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691237596/viruses
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691193809/the-princeton-field-guide-to-mesozoic-sea-reptiles
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691180175/the-princeton-field-guide-to-pterosaurs
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NAtURAl HistORY

the Voices of Nature
Nicolas Mathevon

Hardback  9780691236759  £28.00
August 2023.

the liars of Nature and the 
Nature of liars

Lixing Sun
Hardback  9780691198606  £25.00

May 2023.

the sounds of life 
Karen Bakker

Hardback  9780691206288  £28.00 
2022.

Radical by Nature
James T. Costa

Hardback  9780691233796  £35.00 
March 2023.

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691233796/radical-by-nature
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691198606/the-liars-of-nature-and-the-nature-of-liars
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691206288/the-sounds-of-life
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691236759/the-voices-of-nature


insectpedia
Eric R. Eaton

Hardback  9780691210346  £9.99
2022. 

Fungipedia
Lawrence Millman

Hardback  9780691194721  £9.99 
2019.

Geopedia
Marcia Bjornerud

Hardback  9780691212579  £9.99
2022. 

Florapedia
Carol Gracie

Hardback  9780691211404  £9.99 
2021. 

Birdpedia
Christopher W. Leahy

Hardback  9780691209661  £9.99
2021. 

treepedia
Joan Maloof

Hardback  9780691208756  £9.99 
2021. 

Dinopedia
Darren Naish

Hardback  9780691212029  £9.99
2021. 

Pedia Books
Encyclopaedic in nature and miniature in form, books in this series explore 
the wonders of the natural world, from A to Z. These brief compendiums 
cover wide ground in thoughtful, witty, and endlessly fascinating entries on 
the science, natural history, and culture of their subjects.

Available from all good booksellers and online 
at press.princeton.edu. For trade enquiries 
contact nature@upguk.com.

Prices may be subject to change.

Princeton Nature
Explore Your World

Scan the QR code to see the full range of 
books on our website.

PRINCETON

WILD Guides

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691210346/insectpedia
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691212579/geopedia
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691209661/birdpedia
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691212029/dinopedia
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691194721/fungipedia
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691211404/florapedia
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691208756/treepedia



